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Introduction 

Task 2.2 supports the OECD WNT project 1.5 on the development of a guidance 

document “Determination of solubility and dissolution rate of nanomaterials in 
water and relevant synthetic biological media”. Data on solubility and dissolution 

rates in water and biologically relevant simulant media have gained increased 
scientific and regulatory attention over the last decade. Since 2020 the European 
REACH Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2018/1881) requires for nanoforms that 

"testing of dissolution rate in water as well as in relevant biological and 
environmental media shall be considered." However, no international standards or 

guidelines for such testing are available. Hence, an OECD project was established 
to create this foundation and is supported by Gov4Nano and NanoHarmony as well 
as other past EU-funded projects. The key objective herein is to provide reliable 

methods to establish the proportion of a nanomaterial that can dissolve in water 
or a given biological compartment and how fast this happens (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. Illustration of the key 
information provided by solubility and 

dissolution testing in which Task 2.2 
establishes intralaboratory validated 

methods for testing (nano)materials in 
water and biological relevant simulant 
media, representing specific biological 

compartments of interest. 

Description of Work 

The objective of Task 2.2 is to establish and compare test results using different 
intralaboratory validated methods for dissolution testing of nanomaterials (NMs). 

Standard operational procedures (SOPs) are drafted, tested and revised. Target 
test media include pure water as well as simulant lung lining, phagolysosomal, and 

gastro-intestinal fluids (saliva, gastric, and intestinal). For determination of NMs 
solubility limits and dissolution behaviour, the influence of different test item 

preparation procedures is investigated, as well as static versus dynamic dissolution 
test protocols. Data treatment and modelling procedures will be assessed for 
interpolation and extrapolation of results. Such procedures may also be useful for 

potential reduction of testing and documentation needs. An inter-laboratory 
comparison is made using different test methods. Participating partners are the 

Danish National Research Centre for the Working Environment (NRCWE), German 
Federal Institute for Risk Assessment (BfR), and North West University (NWU) in 
South Africa. 
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Main Results 

Eight candidate test materials (Table 1) were thoroughly characterized as needed 

to allow quantitative determination of solubility and dissolution rate data. Two 
benchmark methods are established: 1) an Atmosphere-Temperature-pH-

controlled Stirred Batch Reactor (ATempH SBR) at NRCWE and 2) a Sequential 
Stirred Batch Reactor for testing gastro-intestinal dissolution (SQ SBR) at BfR. 
Each method was validated in each laboratory. Benchmark values are established 

for 3 to 6 nanomaterials (Table 1). Pairwise interlaboratory testing is performed 
on 3 materials for the ATempH SBR vs. the SQ SBR (GIT) method. Similarly the 

Continuous Flow-through dissolution System (CFS) method at NWU is compared 
with the ATempH SBR method. Suitable biological simulant media have been 
identified by testing. Moreover, studies have shown that the media and the 

approach for preparing batch dispersions in batch reactor testing need to be agreed 
to produce statistically similar dissolution rate data.  

 

Table 1. Description of candidate test materials. 

The bottom three rows indicate which materials were used to generated data by the different 
dissolution and solubility test methods. 

 

Summary 

Task 2.2 provides scientific background for development of an OECD Guidance 

Document for “Determination of solubility and dissolution rate of nanomaterials in 
water and relevant synthetic biological media”. The task provides a background 
for recommended sample preparation in batch reactor testing, and applicable 

biological simulant media. It further provides different intralaboratory validated 
methods. Results on solubility and dissolution rates are compared using two 

different methods for each biological test medium. 

 

For more details about the Gov4Nano project please visit the Gov4Nano website 

(gov4nano.eu). Public deliverables and links to scientific publications will be made 
available in due time via this website. 

http://www.gov4nano.eu/

